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Revo
Endlessly configurable, 
infinitely recyclable.



Designed by Pearson Lloyd, Revo represents a 
radical rethinking of the way office furniture is 
made. Responding to the changing way we work 
and the urgent need for action on climate, our new 
modular seating collection sets new standards in 
both sustainability and versatility.

Created from infinitely recyclable REPP (recycled 
expanded polypropylene), the Revo family includes 
sofas, screens, stools and tables in softly 
contoured, organic shapes. By arranging these 
elements in different ways, Revo can be configured 
to suit every workspace, whatever its function or 
size.

The revolutionary workplace 
seating system



Dynamic new design language

Revo is designed to bring
a consistent design language
to every space. Its simple and 
striking aesthetic identity was 
inspired by the concept of ‘squaring 
the circle’, creating
a gentle geometric motif that makes 
the collection distinctive and 
contributes to its versatility.



About collection

2 puffs
2 narrow sofas
3 wide sofas

3 backrests 
3 screens
2 coffee tables

2 laptop tables 
3 conference tables



Revo supports 96 distinct modular configurations, 
so it can be customised to meet the needs of any 
space or style of work – from office to hospitality, 
solo to team-based, formal meeting to spontaneous 
collaboration, reception to break-out area.

Revo’s seats and screens are complemented by a 
range of tables of different sizes and heights, 
supporting a range of tasks, from focused individual 
work to brainstorming around the coffee table.

Each piece in the collection is lightweight and easily 
manoeuvrable – so when needs change, so does 
Revo.

Customisable
for every space



To meet the needs of any space or 
style of work

Team workSolo work



To meet the needs of any space or 
style of work

SocializeMeet



To meet the needs of any space or 
style of work

WorkshopTouchdown





Mix-and-match
colours

Revo is available in a range of upholstery 
options and colours, so it can suit every interior 
style. Combine contrasting colours to create 
playful statements or select single colours in 
graduating shades to add nuance and depth.



Revo

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Normo was designed for a modern office environment, meeting  rooms, co-works and home-offices. Its simple and friendly aesthetics make it suitable for wide range of modern interior styles.  
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Pearson Lloyd is a design office based in East 
London. Founded in 1997 and led by Luke Pearson 
and Tom Lloyd, the studio works with 
manufacturers, brands and public bodies to identify 
and build products, spaces and services that 
respond to the challenges of the day and enhance 
our experience of the world.

Their philosophy of ‘Making Design Work’ 
emphasizes the studio’s passion for the act of 
making functional, beautiful and efficient solutions 
that serve equally the needs of their clients, their 
users and society.

Design by Pearson Lloyd



Corporate Social Responsibility used to be 
a ‘luxury’ businesses liked to speak about but 
were often a veneer. 

Not anymore. 

Sustainability is becoming the lens through which 
a business is judged by its consumers, workforce, 
society and increasingly its investors.



Infinitely
recyclable



Infinitely recyclable

Instead of the plywood typically used 
to make upholstery frames, Revo uses 
REPP (recycled expanded 
polypropylene), reducing product 
weight by as much as 40%. 

Already a second-life material, 
REPP includes no additives,
so it can be endlessly remoulded into
new forms.



REPP

Upholstery is fixed onto the folded REPP using a 
tethered drawstring, which means no glue or 
staples are needed, facilitating disassembly. 
All Revo components can therefore be easily 
separated into their component materials and 
returned to the manufacturing cycle.



We reduced
the weight
by 40%



We produce locally

Every stage of production – manufacture to 
shipping – is energy- and carbon-conscious. Made 
in Poland, using only local supply chains, Revo is 
produced using just three moulds to create every 
component in the collection, maximising efficiency 
while minimising carbon emissions. And beach 
REPP is such a light material, the carbon cost of 
transporting the furniture is reduced.



Revo.
Eco facts
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Revo. Eco facts

Weight of the conventional wood based architecture 
Revo is lightweight because it is built of as few 
components as possible and lightweight materials
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96kg

*   Data related to the setting: sofa 1800x850mm, sofa 1200x850mm, backrest 1200mm. Cover is not included.
**  Conventional sofa construction  is made of wood based components. Main mechanical wood structure is glued and screwed. PU foam and non-woven are usually glued to main construction and cover fixation is done by time consuming operation with use of staples .  
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Share of recyclable materials in conventional wood 
based construction

Share of recyclable materials used in REPP product 
structure

69p.p74%

100%

5%

5%

Number of components within mechanical structure 
of one selected  setting made in conventional build 
way
Staples and fittings necessary to join wooden construction are not included. 

Number of components within mechanical structure 
of the selected setting  made in innovative ( REPP) 
build way.  

Share of recycled materials used in conventional 
wood based mechanical structure. 

Share of recycled materials used in REPP core 
mechanical structure which represents ~90% of total 
product volume

37%

21p.p25%

110 pcs175 pcs

4%
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*   Data related to the setting: sofa 1800x850mm, sofa 1200x850mm, backrest 1200mm. Cover is not included.
**  Conventional sofa construction  is made of wood based components. Main mechanical wood structure is glued and screwed. PU foam and non-woven are usually glued to main construction and cover fixation is done by time consuming operation with use of staples .  

Revo. Eco facts
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*   Data related to the setting: sofa 1800x850mm, sofa 1200x850mm, backrest 1200mm. Cover is not included.
**  Conventional sofa construction  is made of wood based components. Main mechanical wood structure is glued and screwed. PU foam and non-woven are usually glued to main construction and cover fixation is done by time consuming operation with use of staples .  

Limited ability to sort components into individual 
material categories during disassembly

Share of components within product structure that 
can be easily sorted into individual material 
categories during product disassembly

Carbon footprint generated during production of 
conventional product

Cradle to gate A1-A3

Carbon footprint generated during production of 
innovative REPP product

Cradle to gate A1-A3

95p.p

6%176 kgCO2

100%5%

Carbon footprint generated during transportation of  
conventional product to Customer (1000km distance 
calculated)

Carbon footprint generated during transportation of 
innovative REPP product to Customer (1000km 
distance calculated)

40%9,5 kgCO2

187 kgCO2

15,7 kgCO2
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*   Data related to the setting: sofa 1800x850mm, sofa 1200x850mm, backrest 1200mm. Cover is not included.
**  Conventional sofa construction  is made of wood based components. Main mechanical wood structure is glued and screwed. PU foam and non-woven are usually glued to main construction and cover fixation is done by time consuming operation with use of staples .  
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Space to store wooden based components for 
chosen Revo setting to manufacture 100 sets.

Space to store REPP components for chosen Revo 
setting to manufacture 100 sets.

50%20 m240 m2

Revo. Inbound facts



Perceived value REVO Competition in total

Construction Innovative, based on REPP material. Conventional architecture, based on 
wood materials.

Weight Light weight: ~ 40% lower than 
conventional wooden structure. Easy to 
move or re-arrange. 

Heavy-weight. Not easy to move or re-
arrange.

Fabrics/finishings Possibility of mixing colours and fabrics 
types within the one set. Every piece of 
set can be upholstered with different 
fabric type.

No possibility of mixing colours and 
fabrics types. 

Amount of components Low amount: ~ 40% less elements than 
conventional wooden structure.

High amount of components i.eg. 
Wooden elements, screws, staples, 
etc..

Assembly/dissasembly Easy for assembly and disassembly for 
recycling.

Hard and time consuming assembly and 
disassembly process.
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Perceived value of the product compared to the competition



CRITERIA
REVO PENTA CUBE POINT BAZALTO JAZZ QUADRA TAPA LINK CARRY 

ON MEET
AWAY 
from
Desk
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SC
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PT
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N

REPP construction on 
plywood base, covered 
by foam, upholstered 

with fabric

Chipboard construction, 
covered by foam, 

upholstered with fabric

Chipboard 
construction, 

covered by foam, 
upholstered with 

fabric

Chipboard /plywood 
construction, 

covered by foam, 
upholstered with 

fabric

Chipboard 
construction, 

covered by foam, 
upholstered with 

fabric

Chipboard /plywood 
construction, 

covered by foam, 
upholstered with 

fabric

Chipboard 
construction, covered 
by foam, upholstered 

with fabric

Beech 
plywood/chipboard/

styrofoam 
construction, 

covered by foam, 
upholstered with 

fabric

Chipboard 
construction, covered 
by foam, upholstered 

with fabric

Wooden Frame 
covered with foam, 

upholstered with 
fabric

Wooden Frame 
covered with foam, 

base in black stained 
MDF, upholstered 

with fabric

FSC® Plywood & 
FSC® Hardwood 

frame with glued & 
screwed units 

Elasticated sprung 
seat & foam back..
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M
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Semi knock-
down in box

Semi knock 
down in box

Assembled in 
box – extra 

charge

Fully 
assembled 

in box

Fully 
assembled in 

box

Fully 
assembled, 
packed in 
foam foil

Fully 
assembled in 

box

Fully 
assembled in 

box

Fully 
assembled in 

box No data

Fully 
assembled 

in box

Fully 
assembled in 

box

Fully 
assembled 

in box
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EN 16139 

PN EN ISO 
354

EN 16139 EN 16139 EN 16139 EN 16139 EN 16139 EN 16139 EN 16139 EN 16139 EN 16139 EN 16139 EN 16139 

Perceived value of the product compared to the competition



Qality & regulatory requirements

Plan On track At risk Complete Off track On hold

TEST/CERTIFICATE NAME
STATUS

TUREK SIDE LAB 3rd PARTY 
APPROVAL

PN EN 16139 & DIN 68 878-1

EN 15372:2016

EN ISO 354 (acoustic test) N/A

Environmental Product Information (EPD)

Blue Angel N/A

Greenguard Gold N/A

Möbelfakta N/A

Paperkisen (fire test for German market) N/A

1 IM N/A
Test according to PN-EN 16139:2013 & DIN 68 878-1  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Uzupełnić statusy



GREENGUARD certificate

Profile study test with gold level (pre-check) 
with positive outcome. Certification ongoing 
with planned finish date on June 2022. 



Blue Angel Certification

Certification ongoing with planned finish 
date on June 2022.



Möbelfakta Certification

Tables certified. Seat and backrest 
certification is ongoing with planned finish 
on June 2022.



EPD - Environmental product declaration / LCA

Key environmental indicators Unit Cradle to gate
A1-A3

Global warming kg CO2 eqv 100,68

Total Energy use MJ 2717,39

Amount of recycled materials % 7,83

EPD calculation will be published on June 2022



Showroom

Company

Showroom

Company

Sorgenfrivej 18
2800 Kongens Lyngby

Flokk A/S

https://www.facebook.com/profimpoland/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJSPZC3QhmQw8M_4PmwqcJQ
https://www.instagram.com/profimpoland/
http://www.pinterest.com/Profim/
https://pl.linkedin.com/company/profim
https://www.facebook.com/profimpoland/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJSPZC3QhmQw8M_4PmwqcJQ
https://www.instagram.com/profimpoland/
http://www.pinterest.com/Profim/
https://pl.linkedin.com/company/profim
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